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York, North Yorkshire & East Riding Local Enterprise Partnership (The LEP) 
Date of meeting 22 November 2019 

Tennants Leyburn  
 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
 
PRESENT   
David Kerfoot (DK) Kerfoot CS 
Colin Mellors (CM) Higher Education 
Peter Emery (PE)                          Electricity North West  
Jane Lady Gibson (JG) Joined up North 
Richard Shaw (RS) Ellis Patents 
David Dickson (DD) Family Business Matters Limited 
Cllr Carl Les (CL)           North Yorkshire County Council 
Cllr Jonathan Owen (JO)          East Riding of Yorkshire Council 
Cllr Mark Crane (MC)                    Selby District Council 
Cllr Andrew Waller (AW) City of York Council  
 
IN ATTENDANCE 
Richard Flinton (RF) North Yorkshire County Council 
James Farrar (JF) LEP Chief Operating Officer 
Sarah Barkey (SB)                        LEP Secretariat 
Adrian Green (AGr) LEP Secretariat 
Andrew Leeming (AL) LEP Secretariat 
Aissa Gallie (AGa) LEP Secretariat 
Peter Campey (PC)           BEIS 
Richard Bradley (RB)          Scarborough Borough Council 
 
APOLOGIES 
Sam Alexander (SA) Your Consortium LTD 
Cllr Steve Siddons (SS)         Scarborough Borough Council 
Cllr Keith Aspden (KA)                 City of York Council  
  
 
Chairman’s welcome. DK welcomed the board to Tenants of Leyburn, giving some 
background to the Tennants Auction house business and also welcomed Cllr Mark Crane to 
his first LEP board meeting. 
 
Part 1- Standing Items and Board updates 
1.1 The apologies were noted- apologies were received from SA, SS and KA. 
 
1.2. Minutes of last meeting: these were agreed with RS as proposer and JO the 
seconder.  
 
1.3. Matters arising- all actions are closed. 
 
1.4. Board Declaration of interest- DK, CM, CL and JF are part of the Transitional 
Subgroup Group with LCR.  
 
1.5. Register of interests- None.  
 
1.6 Infrastructure and LGF Update- AL presented his paper. DD confirmed that the 
Performance group will be meeting following this meeting. The Harrogate rail line decision 
will be made at the December Infrastructure meeting. There has been a meeting with all 
partners and are working towards an outcome. This is a very important project for the 
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Harrogate corridor, DD confirmed there has been movement in the last three and four 
months.  
AL explained the Skipton project is progressing and there has been meetings with Craven. 
There are tight deadlines, but AL has no concerns on Capital but if there are delays there 
could be issues. We are looking at barriers. 
 
CM confirmed at conversation is maybe be needed with Al regarding Environment Agency 
permissions.  
 
JG asked about the mobile phone coverage take up. AL confirmed that NYCC had done a 
survey of not spots and were funding sites where needed, the incentive wasn’t big enough 
for the providers and take up was quiet low, this scheme is under review. In the last couple 
of days a 5G Connective bid has gone in to government, the money could be used for this.  
 
RF explained that the licensing sale for the next tranche of 4G and 5G could have a clause 
regarding coverage. The main providers have to come forward with ideas.  
 
AL confirmed that the pipelines listed in the annex have opportunities and are going out to 
partners to for short, medium and long term projects. It is Tricky to spend in the timescale we 
have left some are scalable. Confirming that all pipeline are going to business case if we 
have the money. The capacity of partners was noted as an issue. 
 
Recommendations – the Board have noted the performance to date. 
Action – AL to bring a paper to January Board.  
 
1.7 Business Update– JF presented the business paper. There will be rural events at the 
end of February in Pocklington, the Dales and in Leeds.  
 
RS confirmed that the business board is coming of age and working well. DK said that we 
have dynamic people on the board and the challenge from the board members is very good.  
 
 The board discussed the lack of visibility of the Coms from the EU funded sector, AGa 
explained that this is being picked up by the Growth Hub Team this has not been designed 
well and it seems that we are missing opportunities and difficulty in showing what we are 
doing. CM stated that ESIF need to monitor the outcomes, businesses aren’t concerned 
where the money comes from it is the outcomes that are important.  
 
AGa commented that the Growth Hub officer has been brought into the Comms team, we 
can now cross over the outcomes and will bring a paper to the next board.  
 
DD has been to an NPIF meeting on micro and small business funding.  
 
Recommendations –the Board have noted and commented on the performance to date. 
Action –AGa to take a paper to the January LEP board on the ESIF comms. 
 
1.08 Brexit Update- JF presented the brexit update. The board discussed SME’s lack of 
preparation, and also in the agriculture sector, this could have serious consequences in 
upland areas, there is a lot more to do in a support role. Large and medium businesses are 
more prepared, with small and micro there has been a lack of work. RS explained that we 
have had a dress rehearsal already as we were only a few days away from leaving. PE said 
that companies’ issues could be six months or two years down the line, are our business 
networks structures strong enough? 
 
RF explained the three areas of North Yorkshire, (Malton, Harrogate and Skipton) have 
scored high on risk assessment, maybe this LEP should do our own.  
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DD explained that micro and small businesses could have cash flow issues NPIF and 
Business Bank have policies in place for 18 months. We need to be able to communicate 
where issues are to be able to signpost businesses. DK explained that Barclays Bank know 
challenges going forward with the help others banks going forward.  
 
Recommendations – the Board noted the performance to date. 
 
1.9 Skills Update –JK presented the Skills Update. DK thanked JK for a well written paper. 
JF explained that the skills evidence base has been flagged up as good practice.  
 
ESF programmes are continuing to perform well. There are a number of new ESF 
programmes still in appraisal with DWP. If the LEP wants to procure more ESF activity, it will 
be informed by LIS and the Skills evidence base but the LEP will now have to apply for funds 
through the National Reserve Fund. DWP estimate there are enough funds until June 2020. 
 
The LEP would like to extend ESFA programmes that are performing well through the 
National Reserve Fund to ensure continuity of provision until the Shared Prosperity Fund is 
available. The LEP is liaising with the ESFA and DWP to see if this is possible 
 
 
JG remarked that the challenges and recommendations of the Skills analysis is a big chunky 
piece of work. JK explained that the Skills board have begun to look at the challenges, 
opportunities and recommendations and consider ways to tackle them through working with 
stakeholders or accessing funding where it becomes available. The final Skills evidence 
base report is due shortly. 
 
RF explained the skills evidence is an important piece of work and asked if SA could give the 
board a presentation on its findings?  
 
The board discussed the use of the apprenticeship levy and their concerns that we are not 
drawing down all that we could be and aren’t making full use of it to increase apprenticeships 
locally. JK explained that they are working with levy paying stakeholders such as local 
authorities to maximise apprenticeship levy transfer opportunities and share good practice. 
The ESF apprenticeship call, currently in appraisal with DWP, will also support this.  
 
JF explained that this will be a priority going forward following the LIS, also this should be in 
the devolution deal. DK confirmed that he will bring this up with the LEP Network. RS noted 
that the number of apprenticeships has dropped due to Brexit. 
 
Recommendations – the Board noted the performance to date. 
Action – SA to present the findings of the Skills evidence to board. 
 
1.10 Communication update- AGa presentenced the paper. AGa was asked about the 
comms for the event at the York Business week. AGa confirmed that this hadn’t been our 
event, we did have a stand there but not the time and capacity. 
 
AD thanked the team for the support at Richmond business week, explaining that good 
contacts had been made. 
 
DK explained that the Comms have been revolutionised in the last year and thanked AGa. 
  
Recommendations – The Board noted progress against the Communications Strategic plan 
for 2019/20. 
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1.11 LEP Assurance – AGr presented his paper. DK confirmed that going forward DD is 
going to looking at the finances of this LEP. There looks to be at £210K underspend for this 
financial year, this comes from various streams and can only be spent on certain projects, 
this is restrictive. AG has confirmed that there will be a reserve brought to the next LEP 
board meeting in January. We are looking at how we will utilise the reserves, unblock 
pipeline projects and have a contingent going forward for when we move to the new 
organisation. Confirming that the reserves will be looked at as budget going forward.  
 
Following the ministerial letter that all LEPs had received, PC said that he was not able to 
comment on the proposed paper or on future policy direction given we are in the election 
period. He did though clarify that the deadline of the 12th December in the Ministerial letter 
sent pre-Purdah was for those LEPs that had not come forward with local proposals on how 
to resolve the geographical overlap.  Given at the time of the letter this did not apply to 
YNYER LEP then there is not an expectation of a letter by this deadline 
Recommendations – the Board noted the performance to date 
 
1.12 Local Industry Strategy- TF presented the paper, due to the general election the LIS 
does not needed to be submitted until the end of February and we are going out to 
consultation from the 13-31 January 2020.  
 
TF explained that the transformation approach would include establishing a network of 
Anchor Institutions, such as councils, hospitals, Universities, Colleges, the MoD, National 
Trust and major businesses such as Yorkshire Water. The network will be supported to 
demonstrate and deliver LIS ambition for good growth. Additional analysis has been 
commissioned to quantify the potential impact based on amounts of procurement 
employment and utility infrastructure management undertaken by Anchors.  
 
DK explained that they were pushing on with the supply chain work but are not where we 
would like to be. Catterick Garrison is a good opportunity for place making.  
 
DK said that TF had given 21 presentations which have all been excellent. RS explained that 
the presentation had been easy to understand. CM also commented that he had done well to 
tone down the language and it was nice to see the word resilience in them as this is quite 
important. Also that climate change will give opportunities for businesses. PE commented 
that these had been very good consultations with the substance not moving and now was 
the time to look at the language.  
 
It was noted that this was the model to do things, start early and consult.  
 
The board discussed the ‘being carbon neutral by 2030’ deadline, asking how are we going 
to do this as there is still a lot of carbon to get rid of. PE explained that we need to think 
carefully about the message as don’t just want to look as though we are just ticking the 
boxes, as 2030 isn’t that long away. MC also said that LCR are planning to be carbon 
neutral by 2030, Selby DC have not signed up, all of the other LA’s have but there is no plan. 
DD asked if we can be unique with carbon capture we can build barriers on rivers and do 
numerous small things. JF commented that we have peat and Drax that can both help with 
the reduction. As we have more peat than other areas but do we have the mechanism. 
Is Carbon capture in the SEP explaining what we can do.  
 
JF also explained that the 25-year Environmental plan is not a DEFRA document but a 
Treasury one, Also the carbon capture with peat is more effective than mechanical  
 
RF comment that he agreed with what PE had said, explaining that this is thought provoking 
is right but not the key driver, that Circular shouldn’t be a key driver that we need 
proportionality. Noting that with the anchor institutions Preston is a defensive situation to 
keep spend in Preston.  
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The board then discussed the Exec summary making sure that the wording is what 
government want to hear. Also asking in the productivity section do we need targets as they 
are eye catching and will get Governments attention. JF explained not to try to compete with 
LCR on numbers but we do need stretch targets.  
 
JG commented that we don’t want to over claim as we are pragmatic. Asking if there is a 
compromise position between carbon and circular. Also what is the mood music as the LIS 
should reflect what local people want as well. This needs to be as pragmatic and authentic 
as we can, should we be pragmatic or aspirational? PE asked what do we want to achieve, 
carbon reduction needs to be at the centre of everything we do, it needs to be front and 
centre. Everyone needs to take this seriously, there needs to be a culture change and a 
sense of urgency, this is an important message. If there is a lot of substance and 
background around the numbers, it is not so much of an issue if the targets are missed.  
 
TF explained that we needed to use some of the language and we need businesses to want 
this. We are looking at what can make the difference. What can draw out in the consultation 
doc.  
 
Recommendations –. The Board discussed and approved the revised timetable and the 
Vision and Good Growth targets 
 
Actions- PE and TF to meet to discuss carbon capture. 
 
1.13 LEP Review – there was a confidential discussion around the LEP Review. 
 
2.14 Chairs Update-  
As we are coming towards the end of a busy year, we have faced two LEP reviews and 
merger talks, I am proud and passionate of this LEP. This is due to the people around this 
table and the staff we have. We are strong, we are on the ground and get out to make a 
difference. This has been a difficult year, looking at our success I am a proud chairman. 
 
Catterick Garrison Steering group, we are involved and are having a lot of input. 
 
NP11 meet regularly and are looking at key policy areas.  
 
We have been working collaboratively with Cumbria LEP on a food and agri place making 
paper. 
 
DK has judged the Scarborough business awards, there was a variety of businesses and it 
was good to see what is going on. 
 
DK has also attended National Potato Awards where FERA won an award two prestiges 
awards for crop protection. 
 
Ripon Barracks redevelopment is moving on. 
 
DK has also attended the energy conference held in Hull.  
 
DK also spoke at the Skills Conference which was very good and is one of our successes.  
 
DK and the Lord-Lieutenancy office has also given a Queens award for Enterprise to a 
company for software for railway signalling. 
 
As this is the last meeting of the year DK thanked the board for the collaboration and 
whished them all a happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.  
 
CM thanked DK for his work over the last 12 months and his skilfully handling of difficult 
situations.  
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2.15 Date and Time of the next meeting- 24 January 2020 at the National Agri-food and 
Innovation Campus, Sand Hutton, York YO41 1LZ 
 
2.16. AOB- None 
 
The meeting closed at 12.35.  
 
Signed Off  
  
 
 
David Kerfoot 


